
Q1: Hi, thank you for being my client and agreeing to do this interview with me. I would like to
ask you my first question, what do you usually do in your free time?

A1: Let’s see, during my free time, I like to read books, watch anime, and play video games.

Q2: Ah I see, can you please tell me more about what video games do you play?

A2: Sure, I play multiple games from multiple gaming platforms. For example, on steam I play
CS:GO, risk of rain 2, unrailed etc. Or League of Legend and Valorant from Riot.

Q3: Wow, that is a lot of games, you must really enjoy playing games.

A3: Yeah, I do enjoy playing them.

Q4: So which game do you enjoy or put the time into the most?

A4: Well, recently I just picked up Valorant, an fps (first person shooting game), so I have been
spending a lot of time playing this game.

Q5: Can you explain this game a little bit more for me?

A5: Okay, it is a game where … Actually let’s me search up the game description. Okay, Okay,
according to the website I’m looking at “Valorant is a tactical shooting game involving two teams
with 5 players in each team. Every player can sign in and play remotely from anywhere in the
world. Every game has 25 rounds and the team that wins 13 of them first wins the game.
Players can choose their in-game characters called agents at the start of the game. Players can
buy abilities and weapons at the start of the game.”

Q6: I see, sound really fun to me. I have a question, are you playing this game for fun or are you
trying to be good at this game?

A6: Well, I’m playing this game for fun but I also want to get better at the game too. But I’m
having some trouble getting better though.

Q7: Oh, can you tell me what are the troubles that keep from improving at this game?

A7: You see, I keep changing my play style and characters I play, which effects how I play and
perform in each game. And I don’t really know how each play style along with the characters
effects my performance.

Q8: I see, what do you think of a program where it can track your performance like kill or some
other stats in the game?



A8: That would be nice. I think if the program could display the match history and also some
important things such as total kill, death, assist with win rate. Oh, and KDA.

Q9: Uhh, what is KDA?

A9: KDA is kill death assist ratio. It is calculated by adding kill and assist together then dividing it
by death.

Q10: Okay, thank you for the explanation. So just to clarify things, you want a program where
you can input your stats in and then it will display those stats and calculate your KDA. Also, the
program should shows you your match history.

A10: Yes that is correct. Also, is it possible have a graph displaying my KDA over time?

Q11: Yes, for sure, I will note that down. I think that is all the questions I have, thank you so
much for your time.

A11: No problems.


